App Development Training Sessions

SUPPORTED BY THE PVAMU HBCU C2 PROJECT

Be familiar with Swift programming language and use it to develop basic iOS or OSX apps.

Be skillful in using XCode to develop applications for iOS devices and Mac computers.

Be prepared to learn advanced iOS topics following training and develop useful and more complex iOS apps.

Instructor: Dr. Yang Yonggao, Dept. Head, Computer Science

TIME: 2:00 - 5:00PM EACH DAY

7/26/2021  Monday
7/27/2021  Tuesday
7/28/2021  Wednesday

8/02/2021  Monday
8/03/2021  Tuesday
8/04/2021  Wednesday

8/09/2021  Monday
8/10/2021  Tuesday
8/11/2021  Wednesday

NOTE: The Training will be done through zoom and anyone who registers and does not have a device (MacBook), the person will be given an opportunity to check out a device from the Computer Science Department for the duration of the training.

TRAINING IS FOR PVAMU STAFF, STUDENTS, AND FACULTY ONLY
REGISTER: PVAMU.CO1.QUALTRICS.COM/JFE/FORMS/SV_9SLNJBLLPD2WZOI